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The purpose of the study was to examine the influence of traditional risk and protective factors for drug use on six different popular drugs on a population that is primarily Black and Latino between the ages of 16 and 24. Multiple regression analysis was used to test the relative importance of risk and protective indexes, and their interaction, in predicting drug use. Findings suggested: (a) traditional risk and protective factors, as well as situationally specific factors such as gang involvement, predicted drug use; and (b) the relative contribution of risk and protective factors toward explained variances differs substantially among the drug outcomes. Thus, risk and protective factors may be operating differently for different drugs, indicating that more research is needed into the meanings associated with the use of particular drugs and the factors that may make youth vulnerable to some drugs but not others.
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Introduction

Drug use and other risky behaviors are now recognized to be the result of multiple factors based on an ecological approach that considers risk and resiliency factors at multiple levels as determinants of vulnerability to drug-use initiation or problem drug use (Dryfoos, 1991; Hawkins, Catalano, & Miller, 1992; Hawkins, Lishner, & Catalano, 1985; Scheier, Newcomb, & Skager, 1994). Despite its importance, the vulnerability model has fallen short of explaining alcohol and drug use progression in youth who are largely out of school, already involved in significant drug use, potentially exposed to serious crime and violence, and who have ties to drug networks. There are thus significant gaps in the literature, especially with respect to specific situated predictors of risk behaviors in low-income older urban youth and young adults. These gaps include the effect of involvement in drug dealing or exposure to violence as well as the impact of the use of specific drugs and drug combinations. In this paper, we’ve addressed these limitations in several ways. First, we investigated vulnerability to drug use among an urban—primarily Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino—polydrug-using population of youth between the ages of 16 and 24. Second, we hypothesized that the impact of risk factors and protective factors may vary by specific drugs used as well as by multiple
drug use. Thus, we present analyses that examine differential predictors of six different drugs popular among urban youth, as well as the predictors of polydrug use. Third, our analyses are based on a definition of vulnerability that includes the interaction of risk and protective factors, rather than emphasizing each domain separately. In this respect, a primary goal of the study was to apply the methodology of Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz (1992) in creating risk and protective indexes to describe the role each plays (as well as the interaction of the two) in predicting drug use in a primarily Black/African American and Puerto Rican sample.

**Vulnerability: A History**

**Risk and Protective Factors**

In the early 1990s, two reviews of the literature summarized what was then known about risk and protective factors. Clayton’s (1992) review defined risk factors as “an individual attribute, individual characteristic, situational condition, or environmental context that increases the probability of drug use or abuse or a transition in level of involvement with drugs” (p. 15). He defined protective factors as factors that “inhibit, reduce, or buffer the probability of drug use or abuse or transition in level of involvement with drugs” (p. 16). Clayton summarized and synthesized previous seminal studies in which risk factors for drug use were identified (including Bry, McKeon, & Pandina, 1982; Labouvie, Pandina, White, & Johnson, 1986; Newcomb, Maddahian, & Bentler, 1986, cited in Clayton, 1992). Hawkins et al. (1992) expanded this synthesis in an extensive review of the literature and summarized the known and theorized risk and protective factors involved with drug use.

**Vulnerability**

Hawkins et al. (1992) defined vulnerability as “intensified susceptibility to risk” (p.86). Theoretically, protective factors moderated the effect of risk factors to reduce the risk for subsequent substance use. Though Hawkins et al. acknowledged the existence of protective factors, their work emphasized reduction of risk factors rather than enhancement of protective factors or the interaction of both. In a study of changing drug use patterns, Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz (1992) followed adolescent boys and girls into adulthood. They advanced the Hawkins et al. framework by operationalizing the concept of vulnerability as a latent factor that combined risk and protective factors as well as the risk × protective interaction. The Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz study is one of the first to statistically distinguish risk from protective factors and to demonstrate empirically that protective factors moderate risk factors.

**Empirical Studies**

Since these seminal studies, research has demonstrated broad support for risk and protective factors as predictors of substance use and other risk behaviors. Support for risk factors is evidenced in studies showing associations between drug use and family disorganization (e.g., Abdelrahman, Rodriguez, Ryan, French, & Weinbaum, 1998; Biafara & Zimmerman, 1998; Felix-Ortiz & Newcomb, 1992; Hanlon, Bateman, Simon, O’Grady, & Carswell, 2002; Kingery, McCoy-Simandle, & Clayton, 1997) and between perceived peer use and positive peer norms (e.g., Abdelrahman et al., 1998; Biafara & Zimmerman, 1998; Engels & ter Bogt, 2001; Farrell & White, 1998; Felix-Ortiz & Newcomb, 1992; Lynskey, Ferguson, & Horwood, 1998; Vega, Gil, & Wagner, 1998). Some studies also support the influence of protective factors on drug use outcomes, for example, the association of lower or no drug use with positive parental influence (e.g., Crosnoe, Erickson, & Dornbusch, 2002; Farrell & White, 1998; Velez & Ungemack, 1995; Wills, Vaccaro, & McNamara, 1992).
Despite these advances, there is still a limited amount of research examining the interaction of risk and protective factors in multiethnic and/or low-income populations or with older youth. Studies on adolescents in these groups have yielded mixed results. For example, Biafora & Zimmerman (1998)—in a comparison of African American and White non-Hispanic middle-school students on family environment, school, peer, mental health, social perception, and deviance variables—found differential risk by ethnicity. In some cases, African Americans were found to be at higher risk (e.g., not being from a two-parent family, low parent education, lack of involvement with peers); in others, White non-Hispanics were more at risk (e.g., as evidenced by such factors as older siblings’ substance use, and peer cigarette use). Gottfredson and Koper (1996) found more similarities than differences by ethnicity (e.g., White, compared to non-White participants, reported reduced drug use associated with positive peer influences, stronger commitment to school, and less rebellious behavior).

The majority of studies on risk and protective factors involve middle and high school students. In the area of vulnerability, older youth and young adult populations appear to be significantly underresearched. The growing recognition of a new developmental stage marking the prolongation of mergence into adulthood suggests the importance of focusing vulnerability studies on this age group (Arnett & Taber, 1994).

These research gaps have important implications for the mental and social health of youth and young adults. One specific example of where this gap is most noticeable pertains to polydrug use, defined as the simultaneous or sequential use of multiple drugs (e.g., see Schensul, Convey, & Burkholder, 2005). Transition to problem drug use among drug-using youth and young adults often includes an expanded drug repertoire, which, in turn, is predictive of continued future problem behaviors. There are few studies on vulnerability to polydrug use, especially among older youth and young adults, (e.g., see Boys & Marsden, 2003; Byqvist, 1999; Collins, Ellickson, & Bell, 1998; Lenton, Boys, & Norcross, 1997; Martin, Arria, Mezzich, & Bukstein, 1993; more recently, Schensul & Burkholder, 2005).

**Purpose**

The purpose of this paper is to add to the existing literature on drug-use vulnerability in several ways. Our focus on those aged 16 to 24 years will extend what we know about vulnerability to polydrug use in adolescents to an older and underresearched group of polydrug-using youth and young adults. This population is vulnerable to multiple risks including drug use, social and physical violence, and the stresses associated with lack of economic opportunity and acculturation. Second, analyses will consider differences in the role risk and protective factors play in the use of several drugs popular among people in this age group. Additionally, the sample includes urban youth and young adults who identify as primarily Black/African American or Puerto Rican. Analyses based on self-identified ethnic affiliation will add to the limited information on ethnic patterns in vulnerability to drug use for this age group. This paper also extends previous work by Schensul and Burkholder (2005) by replicating the Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz (1992) methodology for examining vulnerability variables in terms of risk and protective factors as well as the interaction of the two. The focus on this paper, then, is the aggregate impact of risk factor and protective factor scores rather than contributions of the individual predictors on drug use that includes multiple individual drugs as well as simultaneous (polydrug) use.
Methods

Participants

Participants were recruited as part of the *Pathways to High Risk Drug Use among Urban Youth* (NIDA Grant # R01 DA11421) research project. The study was conducted during the period 1999–2002 in low-income neighborhoods of a poor midsized city of approximately 130,000 in the northeastern United States. Participants \((N = 401)\) were primarily Black/African American and Puerto Rican young adults between the ages of 16 and 24. For our study, the population of interest was polydrug-using youth and young adults. Eligibility criteria for enrollment in the study were as follows: (a) falling between 16 and 24 years of age, (b) residing in Hartford (for initial seeds), (c) using alcohol or any form of marijuana and one other drug, and (d) nonhabitually (less than 15 days a month) using noninjected cocaine or heroin in any form (those injecting any drug were excluded). Participants were recruited into the study by community researchers using a targeted sampling plan. Targeted sampling plans have been demonstrated to yield representative samples in hard-to-reach populations (Singer & Weeks, 1992; Watters & Biernacki, 1989).

Procedure

Researchers ethnically matched to the larger community and familiar with the urban environment contacted “seeds.” These participants were recruited from city neighborhoods designated as high-risk as defined by high rates of violence, crime, prostitution, and low income and served as recruiters for other participants. Eligibility criteria included 30-day use of alcohol or marijuana and at least one other noninjected drug. Participants scheduled an interview at the Institute for Community Research, and a field interviewer completed eligibility criteria screening and informed consent procedures. Field interviewers read the instrument to participants and recorded their answers to questions. This was done because of the complexity of some aspects of the instrument, including the detailed drug use matrix. After completion of the baseline survey that included a number of questions concerning school and work background, family history, past and present drug use, criminal history, violence exposure, and sexual activity, the participant was asked to refer for potential participation other peer members of their personal networks. The specific criteria for participation were not revealed to the seed in order to minimize bias in the network sample. Participants were paid a small amount ($5.00) for each eligible peer who subsequently completed an interview. The instrument, recruitment protocols, and consent forms were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Institute for Community Research each year during the course of the study.

Measures

Using an ecological framework following Hawkins et al. (1992) and Newcomb and Felix Ortiz (1992), we selected 21 risk and protective variables for inclusion in the study based on previous research, theory, and ethnographic data on the target population. Below, we provide a brief description of predictors and dependent variable measures used. For multi-item scales, the mean of all nonmissing items (a common approach when the amount of missing data is very small) was calculated to form the overall score. Assignment of variables as risk or protective will be described in the results section. Items for scales were created by the researchers and/or adapted from existing measures. Given the uniqueness of the population, items were created that matched the realities of the world of these urban, polydrug-using youth. Once the scales were created, they were extensively reviewed by field interviewers as well as youth who fit the
criteria for the study. Test-retest reliability was completed for the instrument, and those data are available upon request.

**Individual-Level Predictors**

Individual-level predictors included the following:

1. **Optimism** ($\alpha = .51$): a six-item scale that assessed positive and negative expectations about one’s life
2. **Religiosity** ($r = .73$): a single item; “How important is religion in your life today?”
3. **Employment Status** ($r = .30$): a single-item predictor
4. **Family Atmosphere** ($\alpha = .62$): a six-item scale in which the participant rated his or her household atmosphere when growing up
5. **Perceived Access to Substances** ($\alpha = .77$): a five-item scale asking the participant to assess how easy it would be to obtain marijuana, dust/“illy,” heroin, cocaine/crack, and pills if he or she wanted to
6. **Attitudes Toward Substance Use** ($\alpha = .67$): a six-item scale assessing the extent to which the participant holds favorable attitudes toward use of a number of substances, including cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, and heroin
7. **Perceived Usefulness of Risky Behaviors** ($\alpha = .82$): a 13-item scale in which the participant rated his or her perception of the usefulness of engaging in a number of behaviors considered risky (for example, one item was, “carrying a gun”; another item was, “walking alone at night”)
8. **Perceived Risk** ($\alpha = .82$): a 13-item scale in which the participant rated his or her perception of the risk associated with same items as indicated in (7) above
9. **Risk Behaviors During the Last Year of School** ($\alpha = .62$): a four-item scale in which the participant rated his or engagement in a variety of risky behaviors during the last year of school (e.g., one item was, “In the last year you were in school, how often did you use alcohol before coming to school?”)
10. **Social Health Consequences Index**: a sum of 11 indicators (Yes/No) of involvement in activities that impact on social health (e.g., past and current drug dealing, past and present involvement in gangs, past and present carrying of a weapon, and involvement in the criminal justice system)
11. **School Achievement** ($r = .94$): a single question asking the participant to report his or her grades in school
12. **School Attachment** ($r = .83$): assessed with two items (whether or not the participant ever dropped out of school and the number of times he or she was expelled from school)
13. **Mental Health Status**: assessed using two separate items—diagnosis of depression ($r = .66$) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD; $r = .55$
14. **Self Harm** ($r = .78$): a single item that asked whether or not the participant ever tried to hurt him or herself.

Peer and family influence predictors included the following:

1. **Perceived School Peer Substance Use** ($\alpha = .65$): a five-item scale asking participants to estimate the number of peers in their school who were using a variety of substances
2. **Perceived Friend’s Substance Use** ($\alpha = .59$): a five-item scale that asked the participant to estimate the number of friends who were using the same substances as in (2) above
3. **Peer Attitudes Toward Drug Use** ($\alpha = .70$): a six-item scale in which the participant rated how peers felt about drug use and drug selling
(4) **Pressure to Avoid Drugs** ($\alpha = .80$): a six-item scale on how much pressure the participant gets from friends and family to avoid using cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana, heroin/cocaine, and hallucinogens.

(5) **Pressure to Use Drugs** ($\alpha = .71$): a six-item scale concerning the amount of pressure the participant gets from friends and family to use different drugs.

(6) **Parental Substance Use**: assessed from four items for which the participant was asked the number of parents and grandparents who used these substances.

(7) **Gang Membership** ($r = .92$): a single item that asked, “Have you ever been a member of a gang or tagging crew?”

**Dependent Variables**
The dependent measures consisted of the number of days of use of six separate drugs during the past 30 days as well as the number of drugs used in the past 30 days (polydrug use). These operationalizations of the drug use and polydrug use variables are typical in the literature. The study survey used a matrix format to ask a series of questions about 19 different kinds of drugs. From these drugs, we created six categories of drug use that represented the majority of use by our sample of urban youth and young adults. These drugs were: (1) alcohol; (2) marijuana, including “regular” or high-potency (“bud”) marijuana; (3) dust, a drug of growing popularity which is a combination of either mint or marijuana leaves and embalming fluid and believed to contain PCP (D’Onofrio, Degutis, Mascia, & MacCausland, 2001; Holland, Nelson, Ravikumar, & Elwood, 1998; Modesto-Lowe, 2002); (4) marijuana with hard additives, including heroin and cocaine; (5) Heroin or cocaine used by itself; and (6) MDMA or “ecstasy,” a recreational drug that is growing in popularity among urban youth (Cohen, 1998; Curran & Travill, 1997; Schensul, 2001).

**Hypothesis**
The main hypothesis for the study is that aggregate scores for risk factors and protective factors, and the interaction between the two, will predict drug use (alcohol, marijuana, dust, marijuana with hard additives, heroin or cocaine, and ecstasy), as well as polydrug use when controlling for age, ethnicity, and gender.

**Statistical Analyses**
All statistical analyses were performed using The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). The analyses were performed in stages and followed the procedure outlined by Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz (1992). All predictor variables correlated with at least one of the dependent drug use variables were retained for further analysis. These variables were then dichotomized into a risk and protective component by taking the upper or lower 20% (approximate) of the distribution of each variable. For example, from the variable **Optimism**, two variables were created. The first represented those participants who reported optimism scores in the top 20% of the distribution, and this was defined as protective optimism (the variable was coded as 1 = in the top 20%; all other participants were assigned a score of 0). Similarly, for those participants who reported optimism scores in the lower 20% of the distribution, optimism was coded as a risk factor (risk optimism; the variable was coded as 1 = in the lower 20%, and 0 = not in the lower 20% of the distribution). When this procedure was completed, each of the 23 variables was associated with two recoded variables—one related to a risk component and one related to a protective component.

Next, each variable pair was correlated with the seven drug use outcomes. The correlation for each risk and protective variable with the outcomes was computed, and the average correlation across the seven outcomes was computed. If the correlation for the risk component was larger...
in magnitude than the protective component, the variable was defined as a risk factor; if the magnitude of the average protective correlation was larger, the variable was defined as protective. In this way, each of the variables was assigned as risk or protective. For variables that were dichotomous (i.e., Yes/No response), previous theory was used to decide how the variable should be assigned. Finally, the number of risk factors and protective factors for each individual were summed to create a risk index and protective index.

The main analytic procedure consisted of multiple regression analyses in which gender, age, and ethnicity were entered into all models as covariates. The sample size was slightly less than the total number of study participants, since only Black/African American and Hispanic/Latino (primarily Puerto Rican) respondents were included in the analyses. These two groups accounted for 88% of the total sample of 401, a distribution roughly representative of the population demographics in the urban Hartford area. The risk index, protective index, and the risk $\times$ protective vulnerability score were included in the models to examine the relative predictive power of each of these predictors. Separate regression models were run for the seven drug use outcomes.

**Results**

The characteristics of the sample (overall, as well as for Black/African American and Latino participants) are presented in Table 1. Consistent with the theoretical and recruitment goals of the overall project, the sample was polydrug-using and ethnically diverse. Of note were differences in 30-day drug use by ethnicity. Hispanic/Latino participants were more likely to report using ecstasy and hard drugs (e.g., sniffed heroin or cocaine). Black/African American participants were more likely to report higher use of dust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Overall (n = 401)</th>
<th>Black/African American (n = 152)</th>
<th>Latino (n = 214)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age: $M (SD)$</td>
<td>19 (2)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed/looking for work (%)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean monthly income ($)</td>
<td>500–599</td>
<td>500–599</td>
<td>500–599</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed high school or more (%)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently attending school (%)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># different drugs ever used: $M (SD)$</td>
<td>6.3 (2)</td>
<td>5.7 (1.9)</td>
<td>6.7 (2.3)</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># different drugs used last 30 days: $M (SD)$</td>
<td>4.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>4.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>5.0 (1.7)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># days alcohol used in the last 30 days</td>
<td>9.6 (9.6)</td>
<td>9.8 (10)</td>
<td>9.7 (9.8)</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># days marijuana used in the last 30 days</td>
<td>35.1 (17)</td>
<td>37.0 (18)</td>
<td>34.0 (16)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># days marijuana with hard additives used in the last 30 days</td>
<td>7.1 (11)</td>
<td>8.11 (11)</td>
<td>6.5 (11)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># days heroin or cocaine used in the last 30 days</td>
<td>0.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>1.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>1.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># days ecstasy used in the last 30 days</td>
<td>1.3 (5.8)</td>
<td>1.0 (5.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (5.2)</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Marijuana use is greater than 30 days due to the way this composite was formed. We asked about two kinds of marijuana: high-grade THC marijuana (i.e., bud) and regular marijuana. To get the marijuana dependent variable, the number of days for each were summed together to provide the maximum variance for the two kinds of marijuana.
Table 2 provides the correlations for each risk and protective candidate variable and the seven drug use outcomes. The results indicated that each variable was significantly correlated with at least one of the seven drug outcomes; thus, all variables were used to create the risk and protective factor indices.

**Table 2: Correlations Between Candidate Risk and Protective Variables and the Seven Drug Use Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Polydrug</th>
<th>Alcohol</th>
<th>Marijuana</th>
<th>Dust</th>
<th>Marijuana With Additives</th>
<th>Heroin/Cocaine</th>
<th>Ecstasy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Level Predictors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism</td>
<td>-.13**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.18***</td>
<td>-.21***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiousity</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.15**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.18***</td>
<td>- -10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>-.18***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.16*</td>
<td>-.13***</td>
<td>-.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family atmos</td>
<td>-.12*</td>
<td>-.23***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.18***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>+.25***</td>
<td>+.16***</td>
<td>+.19***</td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td>+.11*</td>
<td>+.21***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self attitudes</td>
<td>+.36***</td>
<td>+.23***</td>
<td>+.13***</td>
<td></td>
<td>+.28***</td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td>+.22***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>+.36***</td>
<td>+.26***</td>
<td>+.16***</td>
<td></td>
<td>+.30***</td>
<td>+.24***</td>
<td>+.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk</td>
<td>+.13**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.10*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School risk</td>
<td>+.34***</td>
<td>+.32***</td>
<td>+.11*</td>
<td>+.14**</td>
<td>+.19***</td>
<td>+.15**</td>
<td>+.23***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social health</td>
<td>+.35***</td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td>+.29***</td>
<td>+.23***</td>
<td>+.13**</td>
<td>+.16***</td>
<td>+.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School grades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.11*</td>
<td>+.18*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schdropout</td>
<td>+.14**</td>
<td>+.16***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schexpelled</td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td>+.13**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.22***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td>+.12*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>+.10*</td>
<td></td>
<td>+.10*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-harm</td>
<td>+.16***</td>
<td>+.10*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.22***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Friend/Family Level Predictors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schpeer use</td>
<td>+.14**</td>
<td>+.10*</td>
<td>+.12*</td>
<td>+.14*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend use</td>
<td>+.37***</td>
<td>+.25***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.23***</td>
<td>+.35***</td>
<td>+.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer attitude</td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.24***</td>
<td>+.25***</td>
<td>+.14**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avd pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.10*</td>
<td>-.13*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use pressure</td>
<td>+.21***</td>
<td>+.13*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+.18***</td>
<td>+.17***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang</td>
<td>+.20***</td>
<td>+.15**</td>
<td>+.12*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Scale name abbreviations: optimism = optimism; religiousity = religiousity; employment = part-time or full-time employment status; family atmos = family atmosphere; access = perceived access to substances; self attitudes = attitudes toward substance use; usefulness = perceived usefulness of risky behaviors; perceived risk = perceived risk; school risk = risk behaviors during last year of school; social health = social health consequences index; school grades = school achievement; schdropout = school dropout and schexpelled = expelled from school school (both are measures of school attachment); depression and ADHD = mental health status; self-harm = self-harm; schpeer use = perceived school peer use; friend use = perceived friend’s substance use; peer attitude = peer attitude toward drug use; avd pressure = pressure to avoid drug use; use pressure = pressure to use drugs; parent use = parental substance use; gang = gang membership.

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

The following variables were assigned as risk factors, based on statistical analyses: (1) low optimism, (2) higher school peer use, (3) more pressure to use substances, (4) more friend use of substances, (5) higher perceived access to substances, (6) higher perceived usefulness of risky behaviors, (7) favorable peer attitudes toward substance use, (8) favorable personal attitudes toward substance use, (9) more parental use, (10) higher social health index score, and (11) higher reported school risk.
The following variables were assigned as protective factors: (1) high religiosity, (2) positive family atmosphere, (3) being employed, (4) higher school grades, (5) no history of school dropout, (6) no history of school expulsion, (7) no history of depression, (8) no history of ADHD, (9) more pressure to avoid substance use, (10) higher perceived risk associated with risky behaviors, (11) no gang membership, and (12) no history of self-harm. A descriptive analysis indicated that the mean number of risk factors was 2.5 ($SD = 2.0$) with a range from 0 to 9. The mean number of protective factors for the sample was 5.6 ($SD = 1.9$), with a range from 0 to 11. Thus, the participants tended to report more protective than risk factors. There were no statistically significant differences by ethnicity on number of risk factors; however, Latino participants reported statistically fewer ($M = 5.2$) protective factors than Black participants ($M = 6.2$). Similar analyses indicated no statistical differences between males and females on the number of risk and protective factors.

Table 3 provides the results of multiple regression models that included age, sex, and ethnicity as covariates, the risk and protective indices as main effects, and the risk × protective interaction. Reported are standardized parameter estimates, probability value for the estimates, and explained variance ($R^2$) for each of the drug use outcomes. The results show that vulnerability measures are important predictors in all of the models and are presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Protective</th>
<th>Risk × Protective</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polydrug</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.12*</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.37*</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.23*</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.15*</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.19*</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.15*</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana With Additives</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.37*</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroin/Cocaine</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>.19*</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>.28*</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecstasy</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.28*</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: 1Standardized parameter estimate ($\beta$); *statistically significant to at least $p &lt; .05$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Polydrug Use**

The overall model, which explained 24% of the variance in the polydrug use outcome, indicates that males were more likely to report higher polydrug use; there were no differences
by age or ethnicity. The risk × protective interaction demonstrated a significant, negative relationship with the outcome suggesting that protective factors do not moderate the relationship between risk factors and polydrug use to the same degree as under the presence of fewer risk factors. The main effects of risk and protective factors were also significant, with more risk factors associated with a higher number of drugs used in the previous 30 days and more protective factors associated with fewer drugs used.

**Alcohol Use**
The model, which explained 13% of the variance in the alcohol use outcome, indicates that older people were more likely to consume alcohol more frequently in the previous 30 days. For this model, the risk × protective interaction was not significant; however, more risk factors and fewer protective factors were associated with higher frequency of alcohol use.

**Marijuana Use**
This model, which explains only 5% of the variance in the marijuana use outcome, indicates that ethnicity is an important predictor of frequency of use. Being Black/African American was associated with more frequent marijuana use. In this model, more protective factors were associated with less frequent use. The risk and risk × protective interaction were not statistically significant.

**Dust Use**
In this model, which explains only 3% of the variance in the dust use outcome, dust use is associated with being Black/African American. The risk × protective interaction was significant, and the association was positive. This again suggests the impact of protective factors as a moderating influence on use.

**Marijuana With Added Heroin or Cocaine Use**
This model, which explains 17% of the variance in use of this combination of drugs, indicates that the risk × protective interaction is highly significant. The pattern here is similar to that for 30-day polydrug use in that those reporting few protective factors tended to report more 30-day use of marijuana with hard additives as the number of risk factors increased. This suggests that, for this substance, protective factors are not a particularly effective moderator of use. Additionally, the main effect of risk factors was significant, and more risk factors were associated with higher 30-day use.

**Heroin/Cocaine Use**
In this model, which accounted for 17% of the variance in the drug use outcome, age and ethnicity were both statistically related to frequency of cocaine and heroin use. Older participants were more likely to report more frequent use, and Hispanic/Latino participants were more likely than Black/African American participants to report more frequent use. The main effect of risk factors was positively associated with the outcome, suggesting that the presence of more risk factors is associated with more frequent drug use

**Ecstasy Use**
In this model, independent variables accounted for 14% of the variance in frequency of ecstasy use. More frequent use was associated with being Hispanic/Latino, and more risk factors were associated with more frequent use of ecstasy. The protective factors index and the risk × protective interaction were not statistically significant.
Discussion

The present study investigated the influence of a number of risk and protective factors on the use of six separate drugs commonly used by urban youth. The results suggest that risk and protective factors that have been examined in previous literature with school-age youth and adolescents are also important correlates of drug use and polydrug use among older youth.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from these analyses. Early studies focused primarily on the use of single substances including tobacco, alcohol, marijuana, and, perhaps, cocaine with school-age populations. The results of this study, however, suggest that polydrug use is a risk outcome important in and of itself. This is consistent with findings by other polydrug researchers (e.g., Boys & Marsden, 2003; Byqvist, 1999; Collins et al., 1998; Schensul et al., 2000). Understanding the correlates of polydrug use could have intervention implications for those who work with urban, poor and marginalized youth.

We did find some ethnic differences in prediction of drug use. The results are consistent with ethnographic analyses suggesting that Black/African American youth were more likely to use marijuana and dust more frequently, while Hispanic/Latino youth were more likely to use cocaine/heroine and ecstasy. Based on a review of other studies, we believe that ours is one of the first to document such differences. Ethnic-specific use of certain drugs may be the result of multiple factors including supply, acculturation, and ethnic or age-specific boundaries between “acceptable” and “unacceptable” drugs.

Some researchers highlight acculturation as a major contributor to drug exposure and use. Acculturation factors include employment status, proficiency in English, access to educational services, and intergenerational conflict (e.g., Reid, Aitken, Beyer, & Crofts, 2001; Scheier, Botvin, Diaz, & Ifill-Williams, 1997; Szalay, Canino, & Vilov, 1993; Vega, Gil, & Wagner, 1998; Velez & Ungemack, 1989, 1995; Warheit & Gil, 1998). Depending on how it is defined, acculturation can be viewed as learning new coping strategies to reduce risks encountered in the new environment, or as incurring acculturation stress related to social and economic marginalization, prejudice and stigma, and family dysfunction that may be associated with higher levels of drug use. Further investigation of variations in patterns of drug use in the context of acculturation and structural strain (Brunswick, 1999; Newcomb et al., 2002) is greatly needed.

Our results also showed that risk and protective factors differentially predict use. For example, a comparison of the explained variance across all the models shows that risk and protective factors explain more of the variance for polydrug use and ecstasy; however, the same variables predict only 5% of the variance in dust use and 3% of the variance in marijuana use. It could be that these drugs have different meanings (i.e., that they are not viewed as “addictive” or are not considered to be “problems” in the same way that alcohol and hard drugs are perceived to be, or are used socially in friendship networks [c.f. Schensul et al., 2000]). This suggests that more research is needed to examine the social meanings of different drugs for urban youth and young adults and the social and other situations in which they are used. The results also suggest further, more complex analyses such as SEM, where all drugs are included, which would allow for all outcomes to be simultaneously modeled (in effect, use of one drug would be controlled for by the presence of other drugs in the model).

The fact that so little of the variance in drug use is explained in these models (the maximum was 24% for polydrug use) suggests that there is much that researchers still do not understand.
about vulnerability to drug use, especially with respect to this population of older urban youth and young adults. Felix-Ortiz and Newcomb (1992) reported explained variance values ranging from .10 for tobacco to .51 for cannabis; Lynskey, Fergusson, & Horwood (1998), in a study of early adolescents (to age 16), reported a model in which vulnerability explained approximately 54% of the variance in drug use. The differences noted between these example studies and our own suggest that more research on risk and protective factors for older, polydrug using economically marginalized and minority youth and young adults is very much needed. Studies that incorporate concepts such as acculturation and structural strain, as well as the influence of social capital factors, might add other factors that explain more of the variance in drug use outcomes in this population.

We recognize some limitations with the present study. We chose to replicate the procedure that Newcomb and Felix-Ortiz used for assigning variables risk or protective status. This procedure has extensive support in the literature; these factors, for the most part, have enjoyed theoretical as well as empirical support as vulnerability markers. Assignment can be done in other ways, however. For example, Stouthamer-Loeber, Loeber, Wei, Farrington, & Wikstroem (2002) suggested a procedure of trichotomizing variables and then comparing high and low groups to the middle group to determine whether a variable was risk or protective. One feature of this method is that a variable can act as both risk and protective for different individuals; however, in an analysis that compared both methods, we found that the differences in explained variance resulting in each procedure were minor or nonexistent (Burkholder, Schensul, & Pino, 2003). Regardless, both of these methods assume that risk and protective factors can be assigned based on statistical procedures alone. We suggest that more research is required to identify those factors that become established over time as protective for this group of youth and young adults so that the decision is based on theoretical and empirical rather than statistical rationales. Another limitation is that the sample is not random; however, the targeted sampling plan commonly used in other studies of drug users to identify hidden populations provides more confidence that the sample is representative of this population of older youth and young adult, urban, and polydrug users. Finally, some of the internal consistency reliability (α) scores are lower than desired (.70). While this may introduce error and impact power, we feel the findings are still important; future researchers might devise instruments that would demonstrate higher internal consistency.

Despite these limitations, the present research contributes to our understanding of vulnerability for drug use in several important ways. First, we have established the importance of studying risk and protective factors in an understudied population of older, urban, polydrug-using and ethnically diverse youth and young adults. Second, the drug-specific analyses suggest that risk and protective factors may be operating differently for different drugs, indicating that more research is needed into the meanings associated with the use of particular drugs and the factors that may make youth vulnerable to some drugs but not others. Third, the overall low explained variance suggests the need to improve measures of vulnerability for this group and to explore other hypotheses associated with drug use that, combined with vulnerability, improve the explained variance. The vulnerability hypothesis stresses early prevention to avoid later problems. We do not disagree with the need to emphasize early prevention; however, our analyses suggest the importance of continued research on drug use exploring more contemporary influences on specific as well as polydrug use, and the development of prevention strategies targeted toward older, multiethnic urban, economically, politically, and socially disadvantaged youth who use multiple drugs for multiple reasons.
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